DURGIN PARK & CO.
at HAYWOOD PLACE
OF WASHINGTON ST., ONE BLOCK NORTH OF FANEuil HALL.
OPEN FROM 11 A.M. TO 9 P.M. DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
 Delicious New England Cooking
Served in a Unique Dining Tavern
Private Dining Room available for Theatre and "Show" parties.
Downtown Branch at
30 NORTH MARKET STREET
"Where Your Grandfather Dined"

FOR
Commencement News
READ
The Boston Evening Transcript

Everett Morris '55
President

Henry A. Morris '55
Treasurer

Simplex Wires and Cables

Simplex—National Electrical Code Standard. Every length is subjected to rigorous electrical tests to insure a first class article. The specifications demanded by the engineers or to conform to consumers' specifications. The thoroughness of the training given at this school is demonstrated by the fact that although the enrollment here is limited to one hundred and forty-eight Chauncy Hall prepared students were in attendance at the Institute during the past year.

Students who have successfully met Chauncy Hall requirements have no difficulty in carrying the Institute courses efficiently and creditably.

Students are advised to take an extra year of preparation in the entrance requirements, special training is given in mathematical and scientific subjects beyond secondary school work, such as the efficient use of the slide rule, the art of report writing, the correct use of laboratory instruments, the theory of error and precision of measurement.

Failure on the part of students after entering the Institute is usually due to insufficient preparation rather than to difficulty of the Institute courses.

CHAUNCY HALL SCHOOL

Founded 1828

One hundred years of accumulated experience in preparing students for higher educational institutions is available to Chauncy Hall students, the past thirty-four years having been confined to specialising for the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Cable Psychic Wire

- For installation among trees or where chafing may occur, is non-inductive. Send for catalogue.
- For installation among trees or where chafing may occur, is non-inductive. Send for catalogue.

Fibrex Tree Wire—For installation among trees or where chafing may occur, is non-inductive. Send for catalogue.

Fibrex Fire Alarm Cable—Consists of a multiple insulated cable protected with the abrasive resulting from which insulates the Fibrex Tree Wire and Fibrex Wire.

Simplex Wires and Cables

Simplex—National Electrical Code Standard. Every length is subjected to rigorous electrical tests to insure a first class article.

Simplex Wires and Cables

Manufacturers

201 Devenshire St., Boston
Chicago, San Francisco, New York

Above: The Senior Picnic last Friday. This Picnic was Unique in Two Ways. For Besides Having the Boat Run Aground on Revere Island, Necessitating a Landing Via the Lifeboats the Seniors Found It Necessary to Extinguish a Fire on the Roof of One of the Houses. This Picture Was Taken as the Lifeboats Were Lowered. Seven of the More Impatient Seniors Jumped Overboard and Swam Ashore.

Above: The Varsity Crew, taken on the Charles. This is the Crew that is to Enter the Intercollegiate Contest at Poughkeepsie on the Hudson June 24. After a Successful Season. The Course is to be Four Miles, and the Winner is considered the Champion Crew of the United States.

Below: Technology's Polo Team Ready for Action.

Technically trained experts who know how to impart the qualities which insure satisfactory service supervise the manufacture of all Simplex Wires and Cables.

Simplex Wire & Cable Company

547 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.

Franklin T. Kurt, Principal.